
 

 



 

UAE AND INTERNATIONAL LITIGATION 

Court litigation is a strictly regulated market in the UAE, open only to 

local Arab Advocates. This restricts most international commercial 

counsel from conducting litigation in the UAE. Choosing the right 

litigation team will require selecting the best Advocacy Firm for your 

dispute.  

BRIDGING THE GAP 

Al Jallaf is an Advocacy Firm licensed to appear before all levels of UAE Federal and 

Dubai Courts. With a vision to be the UAE’s premier commercial disputes boutique, 

Al Jallaf seeks to offer an innovative, flexible and First Class service that Bridges the 

Gap between UAE and international legal services.  

Whether on a standalone basis or working alongside your preferred international 

counsel, our internationally qualified and bilingual team can receive and discuss 

instructions efficiently in English and Arabic, devise a clear litigation strategy, and 

provide bespoke advice. Firmly established in the UAE, we are able to offer effective 

strategic advice grounded in our practical experience in dealing with public 

institutions. 

Our expertise/Area of Practice 

▪ Litigating civil and commercial disputes before the UAE courts  

▪ Aviation law, Banking law, Company law, Labor Law, Construction law, Real 

Estate & Rental Disputes 

▪ Dealing with criminal complaints in the UAE, with a focus on corporate crime 

▪ Reviewing, drafting, analyzing legal Contract/documents 

▪ Supporting international cross-jurisdictional cases, including as UAE law 

experts 

Our Services 

Our services include litigation planning and strategy, commencing formal legal 

proceedings, defending claims, liaising with court appointed experts and drafting 

complex legal proceedings.  



 

Additionally, Al Jallaf is adept at obtaining Travel Bans and Attachment Orders; 

enforcing overseas court judgments in the UAE; and supporting satellite debt recovery 

claims 

  

ARBITRATION 

Dubai has fast become the arbitration hub of the Middle East. 

Meeting this challenge, the UAE has developed an arbitration 

friendly court system to support the growth of alternative dispute 

resolution in the region, and offer greater certainty in the arbitral 

process. 

RARE SYNERGY 

Al Jallaf Bridges the Gap between arbitration practice and the sometimes essential 

involvement of the UAE Courts in UAE seated arbitrations. We offer a rare synergy 

of expertise and experience in both forums.  

Our international and locally trained arbitration team act in all stages of domestic and 

international arbitrations as representative legal counsel and UAE law experts. We 

have represented clients in international arbitrations under all major arbitration rules 

including the ICC, LCIA, ICSID, DIAC, HKIAC and UNCITRAL rules. 

As a UAE Advocacy Firm with the capacity to appear before all levels of the UAE 

courts, Al Jallaf can add certainty and ensure efficiency to all stages of arbitrations 

conducted in the UAE, including: 

Before appointment of 

the Tribunal 

During arbitral 

proceedings 

After the final award 

▪ Compel parties to 

honour their 

agreement to arbitrate 

▪ Order parties to 

▪ Ensure proceedings 

are conducted in a 

cooperative manner 

▪ Obtain interim and 

▪ Ratify and enforce 

local and foreign 

arbitral awards 

 

International Reach 

Where the needs of the case require it, Al Jallaf can manage cross-jurisdictional 

proceedings and assemble a bespoke team with an international reach. With 

established legal contacts worldwide, including access to Queen’s Counsel, we are 

able to instruct and work closely with lawyers in jurisdictions across Europe, the 

Middle East and US.  



 

appoint a tribunal in ad 

hoc arbitrations 

 

 

injunctive relief, e.g. 

attachment orders over 

UAE based bank 

accounts 

Our team of internationally qualified bilingual lawyers are capable of handling both 

English and Arabic language arbitrations. We are experienced in appointing and 

working with financial and other experts in arbitration proceedings. We can also 

advise on arbitration case strategy, settlement negotiations and other forms of 

alternative dispute resolution.  

 

CONTACT 
 

 

Al Jallaf Advocates & Legal Consultants 

P O Box 15952 

Office No. 8-A, 8th Floor 

Rolex Tower 

Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE 

 

  

  

Telephone : +971 4 3858182 

Fax:   +971 4 3859856 

Email:  mail@aljallaflegal.com  
Web:    http://www.aljallaflegal.com/ 
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